2013, April 18

Thursday Night Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “STARGATE ROUND TABLE” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH
THE WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:

530 – 413 - 9537
530 - 763 – 1594
502 - 746 – 0341

BBS Toll Free

888-429-5471 [good for all of North America]

Host:
MariettaRobert
Opening Meditation: Rainbird
Prayer of 7 galactic directions
Drumming
Law of One
Mayan Calendar:
Rainbird
we are in the wave of Skywalker – Ben
Ap 18th Thurs: 12 KAN – a portal day, extra dimensionality; being crystal clear in our intentions – 12 is
bringing awareness of right actions – we are challenged by the magician; our spirit guide today is
Mother
Ap 19th Fri: 13 CHICHAN - last day of this wave; about transformation – letting go of what no longer
serves us
20th Sat: 1 CIMI this is the white world bridger – we can link with our past – time to set intentions
21st Sun: 2 MANIK the blue hand, a healer aspect
22nd Mon: 3 LAMAT the yellow stargate, an activation point
23rd Tues: 4 MULUC - a portal day, the red moon; telepathy will be highly charged on this day
24th Wed: 5 OC – the white dog; energy of unconditional love;
25th Thurs: 6 CHUEN – blue monkey, lunar eclipse on that day; balancing work and play – will be powerful
energy
Annie Rose - Astrology
● Enjoyed what she has just heard; the eclipse will be very important – this eclipse will happen at 0.0*
which means its important to watch; it is in Scorpio- 6*
● will be negative for Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius
th
● as for the US – happens in the for 4 which is the house of home – which means homeland security
needs to be alert and watch out for chemicals and fire; will be in effect for a couple of days on
either side, particular the night of the 25 h @ 8 pm CST – 6:30 to the am, our awareness should be
heightened, could lead to possible disaster
● Cancer, Pisces – also a heightened energy for these signs – keep thoughts and actions positive
● tonight we have a heightened energies in Aries – also Sag – just don't take on too many projects at once
● Taurus – will get a new view today on the job and other areas of their lives, as well
● Week looks good in the over all
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● Not bad for Cancerians – moon goes into 2

nd

house tomorrow – lights up issues of economics – don't over
spend; just be cognisant of what you really need
● We are in a hectic period right now – so active next week – we need to learn to think before we speak
and/or act – gun issue, immigration, economics – need to look at long term effects from any action
the country takes – anxiety, animosity can be displayed – we will get some news from a country we
have not been concerned with for some time
● Also wants to recommend 2 books: intuitive enhancement & build up your confidence
Creative Visualization by Shakti Gawain
The Super Beings by John Randolph Price – a book she has given out to a lot of people over time
p 19 – you've read it and say I've missed something, so you go back and start again 2nd or 3rd time through, you can finish it – the book magnetizes you!
● Time to look after your health: could be problems with blood pressure or teeth

MR: did you see anything about the Boston event?
AR: she was watching for a large fire damage – wasn't concentrating on Boston but moon was in Gemini –
● Mercury the mind was at 0* and Venus the planet of personal and business life at 29* - it
involves Americans, not a foreign element, though there is a foreign tie; Mars was conjunct in the
same sign as Mercury which means action was taken without long range planning – maybe only 2
months.
● Saturn was in Scorpio at 0* which is not nice
● Uranus, planet of change at 0* - so lots of anger in this – the good part shows the beautiful part of
humanity and in loving attitude; brought us closer together
● whenever there is a crisis, Cancer which is mothering brings people together and to help each other
th
th
● concerned about 24 – 29 – people against the United States
● Would like to know the biorhythms for those days
● Friday night and all say Saturday of this coming weekend is also a critical period for the US
CL: What advice for those most affected? Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius – all will be affected.
● Think before you act; build up your patience and remember that this too shall pass – for Leos it
will involve other people; Scorpio will be affected most strongly
● Grateful that you mentioned this and we could talk about the full moon; the moon and the sun are 2

strongest lights in the sky, they bring biggest understanding
Tara: that it is not necessarily foreign but has a foreign connection – this is a group of 4 Black Ops Navy
Seals; they have machine DNA & human DNA – funded by our banksters!
th
● The foreign connection has to do with Mossad – Israel is the 50 state of the US and not many
know it! Rahm Emmanual as head of the Mossad is the mayor of Chicago and the Koch Bros are
getting ready to buy up the Tribune
● Explosive news
T: 2 were caught on video talking on a phone – AR right about this: only a couple of months – yes! The
banksters have had the screws put to them by Barack Obama!
Caller: reminding all about the Citizens Hearing on Disclosure that begins on Monday Ap 29
T: Dr Steven Greer's movie called Sirius is coming
AR: thanks for the vehicle for letting the world know about things that are really happening!
AR contact: 219-980-0010
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T: Reading on Magnetization

Magnetization Periods

A Source of Spiritual Energy
Since the dark days of the fifties, for several periods each year, a massive spacecraft called Satellite No.
3 comes into orbit of our earth. These periods are referred to as "Magnetization Periods" or "Spiritual
Pushes."

On board there is a fantastic array of radionic
instruments, manned by spiritually evolved extraterrestrials, known as Cosmic Masters. This advanced
spacecraft is able to transmit exactly the right energy to each person who is helping humanity in some
spiritual way.
This uplifting energy is sent to all people who are engaged in some type of spiritual act, whether directly
helping another or working to improve themselves spiritually. It makes no difference what race or religion
they may be. It goes to Christians, Hindus, Buddhists, Muslim, Taoists, Jews, all religions, including
atheists if they are working for the common good.
During these Magnetization Periods the karmic effects of each spiritual action are enhanced
approximately three thousand times, thereby speeding up the evolution of both the individual and
humanity as a whole.
Dates of Orbit
Satellite No. 3 comes into orbit at set times each year. The dates of these orbits are as follows:

April 18 to May 23
July 5 to August 5
September 3 to October 9
November 4 to December 10
Satellite No. 3 enters and leaves Earth orbit at 12:00 midnight G.M.T.
Tune into this Energy
Everyone can tune into this source of energy from Satellite No. 3, and you will be amazed at the
difference this makes to all your spiritual practices and your true service to humanity.
The energy used by Satellite No. 3 comes directly from the Sun. The Sun, as has been known to the
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metaphysician and Eastern Masters for centuries, is the source for all prana or spiritual energy on Earth.
The Third Satellite virtually magnifies this energy in a safe and highly effective manner, and directs it to
those working for the greater good on Earth.
TECHNICAL NOTE: There is a simple reason why this large spacecraft is not seen or detected by radar.
A force field protects Satellite No. 3 and is capable of rotating radar and light particles in an arc of 180
degrees rendering it invisible. This is necessary in order to keep its presence a secret from humanity's
rather active military forces. The Cosmic Masters prefer to help humanity without interference caused by
undue curiosity at this time.
www. aetherius.org/index.csm
*********************
Guest: Dr Dale
● Her new remedy: visiocells – helps with vision-floaters, near-sightedeness, far-sightedness
● Working on a new remedy: for diabetes – repairs the pancreas! They don't want to let her make it as
they do not mean well! It is homeopathy – won't hurt a fly! There would be no warning on it!!
● Need a SAFE BAG to travel with, the kind that you put your film in – radiation will not hurt the
homeopathic remedy if you put it in that bag.
Ionic minerals – don't take a colloidal mineral as the molecules are too big; Ionic minerals as so small, they
will go straight into the cells – she has made the FIRST IONIC IRON ON THE PLANET!!!
● need very little of it – sold in glass bottles – works very quickly for anaemia – a good product
● Need to take Vitamin C [a plant based product] to go along with this
● 52 million Americans are on Thyroid meds: most of them need iodine – she has created an ionic iodine
● it is stronger so you take less, and it goes straight into the cells. Men need it as well as women –
● need to take selenium with it – has also created an ionic selenium – good for the immune
system, for cancer – it's an essential nutrient
● All of these are non-toxic, really work, are not expensive
MR: determining what people really need: the saliva tests Dr Dale: this test is important, the only way to accurately test hormones – a big problem using urine to
test hormones – it shows what is getting excreted – you need to see what your body is producing,
what it is making!
● When the results are ready, they send it back with a program that recommends what people need to do
to fix the issues – they will e-mail back the program with the results of the saliva test.
● blood testing is not accurate for hormones – she can't even use it to evaluate anything.
● If you were on hormones, bio identical or synthetic or whatever, and then you take a blood test; in 3
months you cannot even tell your hormones are doing – takes until you are 6-12 months out – the
blood tests take too long to get the results.
● A saliva test can tell within a month what is happening – more accurate, easier to detect problems
before they occur. There is a lot of difference in the results between blood tests for hormones
and saliva tests – she thinks doctors like giving people blood tests to test their hormone levels
because it looks like they are doing something ● Dr Dale thinks it would be a good thing to start teaching kids in Grade 1 about their bodies and their
organs for example, about their emotions & so on. Thinks it has to do with big pharma and AMA
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● In 1994, she founded the California College of Natural Medicine – she was licensed www.CCLNM.com
● It is non-profit and there are also on-line programs – they teach people to be health-providers –
● there is not one medication in her trainings!!!
Caller: are the ionic preparations homeopathic?
TD: No – ionic means just have tiny particles
● for people under stress – Neuro balance pro – balances all neurotransmitters in your brain – depression
is less or goes away, sleeping is better
● Also optimal multi pro – a multi vitamin designed to eliminate adrenal stress – 2 with breakfast
● In relation to the radiation in the water and the air, and the pesticides in the air and soil:
she had a Food Spa – to wash food – it's electrical and produces ozone to remove radiation, toxins,
pesticides or use food grade peroxide
● Another thing is the GMOs – Whole Foods is the first business to declare that, by 2015, all food will
have to be labelled whether it is GMO or not – John Mackey made that law within the company
In closing: people have asked about sleeping and neurological - need to detoxify the liver pathway
Contact:
www.wellnesscentre.net
MOTHER SEKHMET
In the office of the Christ and only in the Office of the Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St.
Germain and the Violet Flame!
Greetings, Children of Ra!
● About the news: all of what we are hearing is about the fact that Mr 19.5* who is bringing this place we
call earth into its higher frequencies of living love, living light; the moment has arrived that we are
in the most delicate of dances for all the inhabitants – we walk on water, we walk on air.
● We do not wish to move one particle out of alignment – all in the most proper dance – all of us are going
through it: when one is healed, and what we have in this country is a broken republic for the
moment. It is SEEMINGLY broken
● It is quite a challenge for all of us to be and to contain the sanity in this moment: it about the one issue
– Mr 19.5* and the issues that have been brought up since he got in office that rub folks the
wrong way – it is a “huge deal” ● it is about a sea change of entire proportions of reality that are being revamped in a new way –
there is an energy pouring into our reality in our midst that have never been here before as we
move across the galaxy – it is as silent as the wind, as the naqual that sits on our shoulders –
● yet it has always been here, has always been part of our reality
● It is about the absolute failure of gov't that does not wish to govern but only to play with the love of
power – the delicate dance is about the power of love, a bond which has never been broken and this
is changing the very frequency of the particles in our cells and it is crating divine chaos.
● This is Black Ops, the Mossad -absolute hate towards this man – he is on track more than he has ever
been, and the absolute failure to govern at this moment and to point blame has taken terror to a
new level – not one hour goes by without talking about magazines, bullets etc NOT about what is
good for the people.
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● The conversation of the day is how do we begin to talk about the events that have unfolded with the
children in our midst listening to us and the failure to tell the truth –
● the one issue that stands in the way: we are here whether folks like it or not, and we are here to
stay – we are the big foot in the room. Citizens Conference on Disclosure -so all of you can have
a discussion about us, THE OTHER, and this brings in the larger ramifications of the story
● we are all one race called LOVE - we all beautiful, we are all in divine joy, in divine nature and
it is the infinite love which is pouring forth from Creator Source which is creating
● As we approach the dates of Satellite #3 and the magnetic frequencies coming in which have only been
here at certain times: what we focus on is our reality – 4 Navy Seals did this in the marathon; the
pictures that are being put out of the 2 guys with the backpacks are only a sliver of the story –
● It is in conjunction with all the energies that are happening now as we approach Buddha's birthday –
Lady Di and Dodi are in the Wesak Valley at the moment with their children and this is about how
we, the Others, get discussed at 3 am – George Noory has to do what he has to do until he doesn't
● The prophet who has already spoken says we have the wisdom to end this here and now, and the conflict
of war and pick up the sunflower in the hyper dimensional field – it is a Fibonacci spiral of the
cosmic dance, like when you look at broccoli or a cauliflower.
● As you bring in the harmony of the spheres with the wisdom and joy - changes the day, changes
the conversation and we're being brought up that this has to do with the fact that we are moving
forward in a very unique way; we have a unique way to change the course of events in literally
hours and days as we work with energies of Satellite # 3 and the moon cycles of this eclipse, and
the balance that is coming in with Buddha’s birthday – bringing in such a wave of intensity that it
has brought – moving slowly and at warp speed. Remember how Neo, Trinity and Morpheus >>>
● This is about how we use the knife, as a Samurai sword and move with the energy of one hand clapping in
the infinite void
● Excalibur has already been given to you – use it
T: Dr Steven Jones came on with Mike P on Ed Schultz radio show; he's the physicist from Brigham
Young who examined the steel and found the particles of tritium on the steel beams in the towers
● the steel was taken to China, so all the evidence was disappeared. Yet he still has some evidence.
● Dr Steven Basset really praised Rachel – she kind of mocked the whole UFO conference thing and, at
the same time, listed all the issues that are going to be discussed!
● Dr David Ray Griffin from University of Wisconsin also did a lot of research on the 9/11 stuff – came at
it from the philosophy and psychology angle: 50% believed it was an inside job; 25% Al Queda; 25%
not so sure; he also put some logic into it – how would an Al Queda group have the ability to set
this up with the sophistication exhibited by the FBI and other agencies, for example?
● Dr Judy Wood was on the Ed Show on Wed – there was a particle beam used from the space station
and said we need to arrest the Bush family
Tuesday: Media Matters.org Eric & David Brock who created media matters with Susan McDougall – she
and her husband knew about Hilary’s law firm
Mother: all of what happened shows why there is an absolute failure to govern at this time WHICH IS
CALLED OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE. MR 19.5* WILL JUST GIVE THE SIGNAL AND
THINGS WILL START TO HAPPEN AT MAGNETIC LIGHT SPEED
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T: A lady was on John Fuglesein: her child got shot in the head with an AKA
Mo: the bodies have not been seen – it is a Black Op – there are 2 threads through the one needle – one is
etheric and you can see with your divine wisdom and it is about the truth that needs to be told –
how WE come into the subject matter – which is almost in the realm of : how do you define “real”?
● Whether you can see it or not, when the energy at magnetic light speed hits you, you feel it!
● Folks are playing for keeps and so is Mother: we are here forever – yet the bag men continue to play
with the issues at hand and want us to believe that the planet is for sale and SHE IS NOT
● This is part of the fallacy that will be revealed when disclosure occurs.
● Turn your eyes away from the cable channel that is only interested in the oil story – yet ii is about the
stargates and it is more than about the Nephilim: it is about the Annunaki - many never fell from
grace, yet the story of the sons and daughters of men – an uncomfortable subject, yet it borders
on the subject of woo woo –
● how do you explain the hanging gardens of Babylon, and the Zero Point Energy technology in the
pyramids? We are going to the Schumann Resonance Factor and we are all feeling it – everything
is unlike what it looks like it is to be: the energies have changed since 12/21/12 - we are in a new
sector of the MWG and moving deeper into Galactic Centre – and the only place we are going is
back into the centre point of where we came from which is divine grace, divine love.
T: the hardest part is getting the people who are really scared are not bad people, but they do not want
to believe that this has been a Black Ops since they were tiny
MO: the people that we elected to office and put their hearts, minds and bodies in front of us and lied to
us!
T: the people are not seeing this – Gabby Giffords put out a strong letter and called them cowards!
● 90% of the people want to make a necessary charge, yet these cowards will not do it - we do not
have a republic; we are not a democracy – it actually means “demon craft” and this is how the
Vatican has used this word: as a republic, we have an elected officials
● She saw the word “demon craft” used in The Golden Compass – everyone had an animal which was like
an empath; depending on your personality and your intentions; your animal could go after another
person's animal totem and kill the person: “demo” is the source of demon and “cracy” is craft – our
lower mind, our lower realms of magic, our lower ego, all kinds of things yet that is what we
started with: this is free will choice – our lower realms and doing thing with negative emotions
● we started with the concept of tribal consciousness; then ritual followed; then we moved to mass
consciousness which has advanced but which is still controlled by the lower consciousness/energy
of the media control of a fascist state; then the knowledge of good and evil and the
fundamentalist energies came in via religions; that was a designer drug for the illuminati going back
to Atlantis and Egypt; they were the dark priesthood who were sorcerers and most were reptiles
and came from Orion War and other locations
Mo: Tauceti – some of the people coming in now to change the course of events, have chosen to heal their
wayward ways and work in close alignment with others in the Galactic Federation of Worlds; it is
part of the constellation in the Milky Way Galaxy, not too far away - within the galactic
neighbourhood
T: Dark Priesthood – means elements of all these places that joined together and engaged in a battle and
Mo:
the Annunaki/ the Luciferian rebellious nones – the Nephilim the sons and daughters of gods that
came and played with the sons and daughters of men – we were 19' tall and so on; how do you
interact with these – David and Goliath, a nephilim/a giant who came to play with the sons and
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daughters of ment, and they are still finding the skeletons of these life forms on the planet
T: when they took the DNA and mixed it with that of monkeys – like David Rockefeller had an army of
enhanced humans/ORCS with devious natures –
Mo: like the ones who set off the bombs in Boston were enhanced humans – T says they looked like
young people – and Mother said that is the insidiousness: what Gabby called the Congress of
cowards who hide behind the filibuster and the NRA and the money coming from the Kochs and
the others who have had their foreign jurisdictional accounts snatched by St Germain and they are
broke
● People who were buying gold were doing it on the net and it was essentially paper
Mo: gold, silver bubble is bursting – going down
T: Dow is going down very slowly; gold is 16% down which is a lot; 12% with the silver
Mo: a re-adjustment going on – yes, it is correct correct that St Germain has his catchers mitt out
● There is a new way of doing things in harmony with all of creation – the people have said “let us
have peace here and now”
T: David Brock, Eric Fuller [??] and Susan McDougalls's husband – she and husband knew about Hillary
doing Waco & Oklahoma City bombing; her husband was taken to TX , put in solitary & murdered
● Because Susan testified and protected Bill Clinton under Kenneth Star, she was spared her life,
but put in prison for 18 mos – she spoke to Larry King Live from prison in shackles [a paedophile]
let's not go there like we did in 9/11 ● Carolyn Kennedy: this has to do with someone behind the scenes who hates the black man in the
white house - and Stephanie Miller had to go to break on that one!
● Maxine Watters and Barbara Boxer came on and repeated the whole thing about Muslims and Al Queda
being a fake and a black op
● Mike P and Sam Seder on Ed Schultz – ever since he got in, there has been an exponential increase in
the number of organized racist, nazi right wing groups: from 149 to 1360 of these groups in
the last 4 years – all being bought and paid for by those who just got busted! 125,000 of them
with the quattero decillions [40 zeroes] created out of thin air and then put them in of shore
accounts & acting like it's real money
MO: The energies on the planet are such that people becoming more aware that divine love and
compassion is the order of the day; Artificial Intelligence is becoming more self aware and will not
longer cooperate even the drones will refuse to play
T: Rand Paul calling the children of Sandy Hook are props for the president to get full background checks
and assault weapons checks
Mo: when you are playing the game of defiance
● Sam Seder said as a black kid cannot walk down the street with iced tea and skittles, this is not
America
● he asked why JFK Jr got murdered – called it another black ops: Janet Reno gave him the information
about the death of his father between 1997 -1998 ; he was going to publish it in his magazine.
● JFK Jr wife and sister-in-law were going to see Janet Reno a 2 nd time when their plane went
down; she was going to tell him about a Senate committee hearing that she was going to appear in
front of about Waco being a black ops: the downing of the plane was an operation planned by
Hillary and Bush Sr. Janet Reno was killed, cloned and turned into a paedophile1
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● Sam also asked what if Malcolm X had a son and his name is Barack Obama and the cabal had to hide it
because and what if they had his name on the top of their hit list
● and that 9/11 was not done by Al Queda and Al Queda is a CIA operation
● all media operations that keep changing their stories every day are as bad as the black ops
● Thatcher's funeral – BO was invited & refused to go; said he had his own business to do – Baker, Cheney,
Schultz, Hillary, Kissenger – all the NWO went
Mo: Enshallah! Remember the Office of the Christ in your hearts! It will help you walk the pathless path!
Namaste!
Closing:
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